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MEETING NOTICE
On Thursday, April 9 our Chapter general meeting w i l l be held
in the Ministry of Culture and Recreation's archaeological field office at
55 Centre Street. Dr. Peter Storck w i l l speak on Eecent R.O.M. Early Man
Research in Ontario : Investigations at the Fisher Site near Collingmood.
Don't miss this opportunity to hear about the exciting new discoveries
relating to man's earliest known occupation of Ontario, some 10,000 to
11,000 years ago! Meeting time is 8:00 P . M . - see you there*

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Only three members were able to attend the March 25 executive
meeting in Thamesford; however, considerable time was devoted to discussion
regarding Chapter activities, in response to our questionnaire results
(questionnaires and cheques continue to arrive).

It was decided that several

day trips to ongoing excavations would be offered to the membership during
the months of July and August.

Jim further suggested that a small number of Chapter volunteers
might be willing and able to assist him this summer in his proposed test
excavations on the Harrietsville site.

The latter is an earthwork defended

Late Prehistoric Neutral village situated just southeast of London. Those
interested are encouraged to "button-hole" Jim at our upcoming meetingl
SOCIAL REPORT
A final spin-off from the last executive meeting concerns
our June 13 Chapter picnic.

Jim Keron is soliciting member's suggestions

for new activities at this annual event.

Your response (proper or otherwise)

should be communicated to an executive member on April 9 or as soon as
possible thereafter.

IT'S

HAPPENED

yes, someone has submitted a research paper!

Your

editor takes great pleasure in presenting

A LESSON IN HISTORY - THE ARCHAEOLOGIST AS DETECTIVE
JAMES KERON

Scattered throughout the early archaeological literature are
numerous references to sites, the locations of which are unknown to the

current generation of archaeologists.

In some cases the location was

accurately recorded by the observer, as with the Harrietsville site
(Boyle, 1896).

In others, the only record of a site is that left by

a collector many years ago, i n v o l v i n g some degree of vagueness.

This

paper constitutes a status report concerning an attempt to relocate
those Neutral sites in Westminster Township mentioned by Wintemberg
(1939) in his Lawson site report. The text of the page 2 footnote
reads as follows
"flie Lawson site is one of several sites of the same
culture in London Township ( ... another on lot at corner
of Edward and Tecionseh Sts., London) as well as in Westminster
Township ( on Parks lot and McArthur farm, Tendon south3 on the
Thomas farm near Lambeth, on the E3 Eodgetts farm, north of
Talbot road, on the Nixon farm near Pond Mills (lot 18 con. I),
and on Iot33, con.B, known as the Bogue Farm). 'Besides the
Neutral sites ....
An earlier reference to some of these sites can be found
in Boyle's Annual Archaeological Report for 1903.

Here, a catalogue of

artifacts purchased from a Mr. J.P. Hunt is presented with obscure to
non-existent provenience; however, the article does provide a list of
some of the artifacts recovered from these local sites.

Further information

has been obtained from other of Wintemberg 1 s footnotes, plus notes in the'
Cameron Wilson collection, which were kindly loaned by the Museum of I n d i a n
Archaeology.
The aforementioned site references seem to fall into three
distinct geographic clusters: Pond M i l l s , Lambeth, and the Coves.
area w i l l be dealt w i t h i n d i v i d u a l l y .

Each

Early in the research it became

apparent that lot and concession numbers, even when given, were not guaranteed
to be accurate.

In order to verify these reports and to try to pin down sites

when only a name was given, the abstracts of land records at the Middlesex
County land registry office were consulted frequently.

In the Pond M i l l s area there is one reference to a site - namely
the Nixon farm, on Lot 18 Con. 1. W h i l e trying to relocate this site, the
writer rediscovered another, which had been p a r t i a l l y excavated by W. Jury
about 1925, but whose location had been lost. A former resident of the area
(Mr. Bert Baty) was able to recall some of the details of that excavation as
reported to him by his grandfather. However, this site, now called the
Pond M i l l s site (AfHh-2) could not be that reported for the Nixon farm, as the
Baty family have owned the property since about 1830. Consequently, it is
difficult to conceive of anyone c a l l i n g it the Nixon farm.

Land records v/ere searched next in an effort to locate the Nixor
property.

The first discovery was that the reference to lot 18 was probably

wrong, as this

lot had never been owned by a N i x o n .

Further west, however,

the south half of lot 21 and a portion of lot 22 had been owned by a Nixon
family up until 1912. One of Wintemberg's f i e l d notes seems to suggest that
this might be the location, as it reads
Dr. S. Woolverton ... told me of a village site on the
old Nixon farm near Pond Mills, Westminister- township, Middlesex
County Ont. Fie found some pottery in one of the refuse heaps
near the pond years ago .
The note is dated 1916 and the adjective old as it is used would seem to mean
"on land formerly owned by", since the farm had recently changed hands. The
pond mentioned is not one of the ponds at Pond M i l l s , but one about a mile to
the west known as Spettigue's pond.

John Grieve, another long time former

resident of the area, reported that at one time this had been known as the
Nixon pond.
To date, several trips to the area have f a i l e d to relocate
this site, but the farm property in question has been developed.

Only the

area immediately adjacent to the pond is now intact and covered by b u s h ,
probably due to the Adelaide Street extension planned by the City of London.

References to sites in the Lambeth area include those on the
Thomas and Hodgetts farms mentioned in Wintemberg's footnote, the Connel
farm noted in the Wilson collection, and possibly the T. Burgers locality
mentioned by Boyle (1903,12).

Of these, one site has been located and is

named the Thomas Powerline site (AfHh-3).

This village is probably that

reported for the Thomas farm and certainly is situated on the E. Hodgetts
farm - the different names occurring as the property changed hands between
the time of Boyle's (1903) report and Wintemberg's visit to the area in 1911.
A different scenario could develop if there were two sites on the
original Thomas farm, one the known site and another located on the north half
of the lot and farther to the west.

By the time Wintemberg arrived, the lot

had been split, with half owned by E. Hodgetts and the other half by A. Cope!and
to whom Wintemberg had talked as indicated in another of his notes.

He could

have decided to leave the name of the site on the Cope!and property as Thomas
(to maintain consistency) and to record the other one as Hodgetts.

At least

two other residents of the area reported finding cultural material on the
Copeland property in the area of the possible second site; however, the exact
situation will remain a mystery as Wintemberg did not clarify the issue and
the land in question has since been developed.

A final note concerning the

Thomas Powerline site is that it is not the Connel farm noted in the Wilson
collection, as no one with that or a similar name ever owned the property.
The Connel farm reference may actually be a misspelled Cornel,
an easy mistake to make.

If this is the case, it will be difficult to track

down, as finding a Cornel farm near Lambeth is somewhat akin to finding a
"Smith" in a Toronto telephone directory.

Another possible Lambeth area

reference is T. Burgers lot 14, as noted by Boyle (1903).

The most recent

theory is that this might be T. Burgess on lot 74, a property which was later
owned by the Cornels (confirmed in the land registry).

A field check failed

to locate a site on lot 74,leaving things no further resolved.

Finally,

Mr. A. Copeland told Wintemberg in 1911 that there were three village sites
in the Lambeth area, but only identified that on E. Hodgetts farm.
Around the Coves in London, there are several references to sites.
t»
The Bogue and McArthur farms can be located with certainty, as can the comer
of Edward and Tecumseh streets, while Parks lot may be another reference to
the latter site.

A Wilson collection reference to the village site near the

coves is probably the McArthur site.

There are also at least two earlier

historic references to corn fields along the north bank of the Thames, across
from the Coves.
Wintemberg's (1939) reference to the Bogue farm on lot 33 con. B
is accurate.

Land records show that the farm was owned by the Bogue family

up until 1912, with the last owner named Allen Bogue.
field notes also mentions the name Allen Bogue.

One of the Wintemberg's

The interesting thing about

this site is that none of the references mention finding pottery or pipes.
The only artifacts recovered were celts and hammerstones.
The McArthur farm lay immediately adjacent to the Bogue farm and
occupied part of lot 1 and all of lots 2 and 3, west of Wharncliffe Road.

One of the Wintemberg's notes identifies the location as probably Lot 1 Con. W
Westminster Township, while the only artifacts noted are clay pipes.

Another

reference to this site may be the village site near the coves in the Wilson
collection notes.

The latter reference goes on to say that this site was

located near the old small pox hospital which Dana Poulton (personal communica
says was near the present German Canadian Club on Cove Road.

This locality is

on the boundary between lots 3 and 4 west of Wharncliffe Road, which was the
northern edge of the McArthur property, suggesting that the two references
concern the same site.
Parks lot can not be placed with any certainty; however, a block
of lots surveyed by Thomas Park and called the Park lots are noted on a map
dating from 1844.

These lots start on the north side of the Thames river,

across from the Coves, and extend north of Oxford Street.

This location seems

unlikely, as Wintemberg's notes refer to Parks lot being in London South or
Westminster township.

Another more likely possibility is that the site in

question was located on either lot 3 or 4, east of Wharncliffe Road.

Land

in both lots was purchased by Ephraim Parke about the time of the early
collections.

His property included the intersection of Edward and Tecumseh

streets mentioned by Wintemberg (1939).
The only other reference to the Coves vicinity regards Indian
cornfields along the north bank of the Thames and across from the Coves
(Jones, 1800 and Boulton, 1805).

These corn fields were probably of Chippewa

origin, conforming to the historically documented Chippewa pattern of planting
on the flood plain, as opposed to the earlier Iroquoian pattern of planting
in cleared upland fields surrounding their village.

Considering that the

area referred to flooded frequently, it is unlikely that Iroquoian corn
hills would survive to be noted in the early nineteenth century.
Regarding the three site clusters noted by Wintemberg (1939),
it seems strange that he failed to mention a fourth cluster to the south
of London which includes the Laid!aw (AfHh-1), Skinner (AfHg-13), and
Baker (AfHg-3) sites.

All of these sites have yielded prehistoric Neutral

ceramics and the first two were known to Dr. Sol Woolverton.

This suggests

that Wintemberg was simply following up the sites mentioned by Boyle (1903)
and was not trying to enlarge the inventory.
In conclusion, it is obvious that this project is far from
complete.

It appears highly likely that some of the sites in the Coves

vicinity will be relocated, even though the area is built up. Fortunately,
the development occurred prior to modern totally destructive construction
techniques, so that flower beds and gardens might yet yield a rimsherd or
two.

In addition, there appears to be at least one more village site in

the Lambeth area awaiting re-discovery.

Any information provided by our

membership would be greatly appreciated1.
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NANTICOKE TRIANGULAR POINTS
SIZE: Nanticoke Triangular points range from 27-53 mm in
length, 11-22 mm in width and 3-7 mm in thickness. The
majority are between 30 and 45 mm in length.
SHAPE: The modal lateral edge configuration is convex,
but it can vary to straight or concave, while the base
is usually concave. Convex bases do occur commonly.

FLAKING: Irregular complete bifacial flaking characterizes
the majority of these points; however, some examples display
total secondary retouch over one face and only edqe retouch
on the other.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga chert was the favoured material for their production
but some Kettle Point and Selkirk specimens have been recorded.
DISTRIBUTION: These triangular points are found from Kent County in the west
to east of Toronto and north into Simcoe county.
AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Nanticoke Triangular points were in use among
prehistoric Neutral and Huron groups between c.1400-1600 A.D. As with the
Nanticoke Notched form, most were manufactured by Neutral knappers; however
some appear to have been produced from Onondaga chert on certain Southern
Division Huron villages.
REMARKS: This long isosceles triangular form may have continued in vogue to
the east slightly longer than among the Neutral to the west, as it occurs on
village sites such as Beeton and McKenzie. Nanticoke Triangular points are
so similar in size and shape to the Nanticoke Notched form that many may
have been intended as preforms for the latter.
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NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTES
THE METAL JEW'S HARP

THOMAS KENYON

This ancient but enduring musical instrument is thought to have originated in
Asia. By the twelfth century A.D. It
had appeared in Europe, and was brought
to American by 1650. Before 1590 it
was known as a "Jew's Trump". Technically,
the Jew's Harp is a plucked idiophone.
When played it is capable of producing
only one note ("idiophone"), but the
harmonics of this note can be
modified by altering
the resonance pat^FRAME
STRIKING
terns created by
BOWL
POINT
various shapings of
the cavities of the
mouth and tongue.
' MOUTHPIECE
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A detail from an 1590 Breughel engraving (Fig. 1)
shows that the early form of the Jew's Harp was
little different than that found in the 19th C.
(Fig. 2). Seven Jew's Harps (Fig. 4-10) have
been recorded for 19th C. sites in the Grand
River. There are four basic shapes (Fig. 3).
TYPE A is cast brass with a small round frame;
TYPE B is iron with a round to oval frame;
TYPE C is iron with a trianguloid frame;
TYPE D is also iron and has a pentagonally
shaped frame.
Illustrated specimens: 4 and 9 are from the John Young Jr. site near Cayuga,
c.1830-1850; 5 and 8 are from the c.1850 Davis site, Brantford; 6 is from
Anthony's Mills near Dunnville, c.1825-1840; 7 is from a well at the Hunter
site near Byng, c.1825-1840; 10 is from the Glen Aim Sawmill near Middleport,
c.1840-1880.

